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PCS-DUCT - BALLASTING SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION:
Following the “Pcs-Duct” philosophy, an additional design is available that to the cable protection
capabilities adds ballasting for light submarine cables or where a specific ballasting requisition is made.
This solution complies with protection and ballasting needs with application of pcs-duct proetction
material over an iron cast sheel duly dimensioned according to cable requirements.
Material type and thickness is studied to allow hit absorption so that a low residual mechanical stress is
transmitted onto cable.
Manufacturing is tailored according to “Input data from Clients” and ballasting can go from 5 to 30 Kg/m.

MATERIAL:
- Main Body : Polyurethane and iron
cast inserts
- Fasteners : SS316L or Titanuim
INPUT DATA FROM CLIENTS:
- Cable diameter
- Protection length required
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PCS-DUCT - CABLE PROTECTION

DESCRIPTION:
Pcs-Duct are engineered and manufactured by PCS Italiana Group for protection of submarine cables.
Normally in submarine connections, especially in the O&G, cables approach to platform need to be
protected from the risk of falling objects that may hit and damage the cables.
For this reason we have studied and we propose for installation our duct protective system that is simply
installable directly onto cables during laying just before deployment thus reducing the installation time
and maximising impact protection performances.
Material type and thickness is studied to allow hit absorption so that a low residual mechanical stress is
transmitted onto cable.
Material flexibility and performance allow a safe and reliable installation compared to other solution like
Neoprene sheets without need of special tools and largely reducing the installation timings.
Manufacturing is tailored according to “Input data from Clients”.

MATERIAL:
- Main Body: Polyurethane
- Fasteners: SS316L or Titanuim
INPUT DATA FROM CLIENTS:
- Cable diameter
- Protection length required
- Value of impact energy to be absorbed

